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[1] This study demonstrates a reconstruction of salinity profiles for the global ocean for the
period 1993–2008. All available temperature‐salinity (T‐S) profiles from the Global
Temperature‐Salinity Profile Program andArgo data are divided into two subsets; one half is
used for producing the vertical coupled T‐S empirical orthogonal function (EOF) modes,
and the other half is used for the verification.We employed a weighted least‐squares method
that minimizes the misfits between the predetermined EOF structures and independent
observed temperature and altimetry data. Verification shows that the South Indian and North
Atlantic oceans maintain good correlations to 900 m depth between the observed and
reconstructed salinity with altimetry data. Meanwhile, the Pacific and Antarctic oceans
below 500 m shows significant negative correlations which are associated with the
relationship between steric height and salinity variability in these basins. In order to
guarantee general agreement with observations for all ocean depths, we calculate a regional
correlation index considering the impact of altimetry data and employ it for our final
products. Except for the surface ocean, the pseudo salinity profiles show general
improvements compared to the existing climatology and the reanalysis outputs from the
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory’s ensemble coupled data assimilation system.
Near the surface layer, reanalysis outputs show a relatively high performance due to
the coupling between the atmosphere and ocean. An assimilation system produces
reliable surface flux variability not accounted for the construction of the global pseudo
salinity profiles. These results encourage the application of the global pseudo salinity
profiles into an assimilation system for the 20th century when the observed salinity
data are sparse.

Citation: Chang, Y.‐S., A. Rosati, and S. Zhang (2011), A construction of pseudo salinity profiles for the global ocean: Method
and evaluation, J. Geophys. Res., 116, C02002, doi:10.1029/2010JC006386.

1. Introduction

[2] Most global ocean data assimilation systems are
unable to capture the observed salinity variability in the
20th century since salinity data are sparse compared to
temperature data (see Figure 1a). This scarcity of salinity
data leads to a systematic error in oceanic reanalysis since
salinity is dynamically relevant. Assimilation of altimetry
data without subsurface salinity observations is also likely
to degrade the model temperature field due to improper
temperature corrections, which are produced to compensate
for the dynamic height difference caused by an inaccurate
salinity field [Ji et al., 2000]. Using a state‐of‐the‐art
ensemble coupled data assimilation (ECDA) system devel-
oped by the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL) [Zhang et al., 2007], it is shown that the inclusion

of salinity data from the Argo network in the 21st century
considerably increase the skill of the assimilation [Chang
et al., 2009]. Huang et al. [2008] showed that the Argo
salinity plays a critical role in improving the salinity
analysis, which in turn contributes to improved surface
current and sea surface height analyses within the global
ocean data assimilation system (GODAS) operated by the
National Centers for Environment Prediction (NCEP).
Smith and Haines [2009] also demonstrated improvements
in modeled temperature fields when Argo salinity data are
assimilated in addition to temperature.
[3] Therefore, sufficient salinity data are very important

for credible ocean data assimilation reanalysis. Without a
numerical model, some studies have tried to estimate salinity
profiles in the ocean interior from temperature and sea
level data [Maes, 1999; Vossepoel et al., 1999; Maes and
Behringer, 2000; Maes et al., 2000; Fujii and Kamachi,
2003]. They used vertical coupled temperature‐salinity
(T‐S) empirical orthogonal function (EOF) modes and
showed that EOF modes effectively represented the covari-
ance of temperature and salinity fields. In their studies,
salinity profiles were reconstructed from in situ temperature
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and sea level observations as well. However, they were lim-
ited to the particular areas where proxy data were sufficient to
calculate the predetermined T‐S EOF modes. In the 21st
century, we can obtain more than 100,000 temperature and
salinity profiles worldwide each year, thanks to the successful
international Argo project (data available at http://www.argo.
net/). This high‐density T‐S profile array (see Figure 1b),
with less seasonal and spatial bias in the upper 2000 m of the
ice‐free oceans, makes it possible to apply the previous
studies to the global ocean.
[4] The main purpose of this study is to examine the

possibility of salinity reconstruction for every ocean basin
and at depth based on a statistical approach. In addition, we
present collocated assessments by using independent ob-
servations, subsampled climatology and reanalysis outputs
from the fully coupled dynamical model. The following
section describes the datasets and analysis methods in detail.
Section 3 investigates the effect of the altimetry data on the
reconstruction of salinity profiles at various depths and
areas. Section 4 suggests a regional correlation index to
support better agreement with observations for all ocean
depths and regions. Validations for the resultant global
pseudo salinity profiles are provided in section 5. World

Ocean Atlas 2005 (WOA05) climatology [Locarnini et al.,
2006; Antonov et al., 2006] and reanalysis outputs from
the ECDA system of GFDL are used as additional sources
for verification. A summary and general discussions,
including the prospects for the application of the global
pseudo salinity profiles to the climate data assimilation
system for the 20th century, appear in section 6.

2. Data

2.1. T‐S Profiles

[5] The main datasets used in this study are collected from
the Global Temperature‐Salinity Profile Program (GTSPP)
(data available at http://www.nodc.nodcc.gov/GTSPP/) and
Argo database for the period 1993–2008. The quality con-
trol (QC) system used in this study considers not only the
conventional QC process based on the National Oceano-
graphic Data Center (NODC) technical report [Boyer and
Levitus, 1994] and Argo real‐time QC manual [Wong et al.,
2006], but also any systematic instrument errors such as the
XBT (expendable bathythermograph) fall‐rate equation
problem [Gouretski and Koltermann, 2007], Argo salinity
offsets identified from delayed mode QC methods [Wong

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of observed data in (a) 1993 and (b) 2008. Green dots indicate the loca-
tions of profiles with both temperature and salinity data used in this study and red dots are temperature
only data.
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et al., 2003; Bohme and Send, 2005] and pressure sensor
errors discovered in some fractions of the floats with FSI
(Falmouth Scientific, Inc.) and SBE (SeaBird Electronics,
Inc.) sensors [Uchida and Imawaki, 2008]. The same data
and QC process were originally used by Chang et al.
[2009] to generate the gridded T‐S analyzed fields for
the global ocean. All quality controlled data are interpo-
lated to the 17 standard depths from 10 m to 900 m.
Considering the small T‐S variability below the upper few
hundred meters and the maximum sampled depth of most
Argo profiles, 900 m depth is chosen for the floor in the
calculation of vertical EOF modes and the corresponding
pseudo salinity profiles.
[6] A total of 332,419 T‐S profiles with 17 standard

depths for 1993–2008 are obtained after applying the QC
system. Once the vertical coupled T‐S EOF modes based on
observations are determined, the goal of this study is to
reconstruct the salinity profiles using separate observed
temperature data without further resorting to direct ob-
servations of salinity. Therefore, in order to guarantee an
entire independent check for the comparison of the pseudo
salinity profiles with observations, T‐S observations are
separated into two subsets: a subset (166,259 profiles) only
for predetermining the EOF structures and a remaining
subset (166,160 profiles) for in situ temperature profiles and
the verification of pseudo salinity profiles.
[7] Figure 2 shows the number of quality controlled data

at 900 m depth in each 3° by 3° square box. As previously
mentioned, they are from one subset (166,259 profiles) of
the entire observations for the EOF structures. There are
more than 100 observations at 900 m depth near the main
current systems of the North Pacific and North Atlantic
subtropical gyres, North Indian Ocean, Mediterranean out-
flow, and Labrador Sea. Because of the lack of observations
in the Southern Hemisphere, there are many sparse data
areas in the Antarctic Ocean, especially south of 60°S.
Another data‐sparse region is found around the central
Atlantic Ocean. As previously mentioned, Argo floats with
systematic pressure errors were removed from our database.

This reduction is severe in the Atlantic Ocean, where most
of the problematic floats were located. On average, more
than 60 profiles are spread throughout each grid box. We
have also checked the seasonal distribution of available
datasets and found a similar spatial pattern, which indicates
that the datasets do not inherently contain a seasonal
sampling bias.

2.2. Satellite Altimetry

[8] For the altimetry data, we use delayed time gridded
data distributed by AVISO (Archiving, Validation and
Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic data). The datasets
merge the TOPEX/Poseidon, Jason‐1, ERS‐1/2, and Envisat
satellite measurements on 1/3° by 1/3° grid points and
weekly updates since 1993 [Aviso Altimetry, 2008]. In order
to generate a pseudo salinity profile at the same position of a
temperature profile, we selected the proximate altimetry data
to the temperature profile. Themaximum sampling difference
between a temperature profile and altimetry data is expected
to be about 1/6° and 3.5 days, and shows no significant spatial
and temporal sampling bias, since the AVISO provides uni-
form fields. We believe that this sampling difference does not
affect the computation of pseudo profiles on a global scale.
We also compare them with monthly mean 1° by 1° gridded
climatology and ECDA outputs (see section 2.3). Their spa-
tial and temporal resolutions are not high enough for the re-
sults to be skewed by maximum sampling differences of the
magnitude of about 1/6° and 3.5 days.

2.3. Climatology and Reanalysis Data

[9] As additional sources of validation data, we used
World Ocean Atlas 2005 (WOA05) climatology and
reanalysis datasets from the GFDL’s ECDA system. Since
the ECDA system generates salinity fields based on the fully
coupled general circulation model with no climatological
salinity restoring, this comparison will be interesting.
Moreover, as we mentioned in the introduction, due to the
non‐stationary nature of the ocean observing system, it is
difficult to get reliable ocean state estimations when the

Figure 2. Number of data from a subset of total observations at 900 m depth for 1993–2008. They are
used to generate the vertical coupled T‐S EOF modes in each 3° by 3° square box.
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bulk of the ocean observations are only XBTs. If the
assessments of our global pseudo salinity profiles are
positive, we will assimilate them as a part of ECDA in
order to partially alleviate this problem. This will help to
better understand the sensitivity to the lack of salinity
data on the climate system. Therefore, it is meaningful to
compare the pseudo profiles with independent observa-
tions as well as the ocean reanalysis outputs from the
current ECDA version.
[10] The ocean component of ECDA is the fourth version

of the Modular Ocean Model (MOM4) configured with 50
vertical levels and 1° by 1° horizontal B‐grid resolution,
telescoping to 1/3° meridional spacing near the equator
[Griffies et al., 2004]. In this study, all model outputs for
1993–2008 were projected onto the WOA05 grid with 1° by
1° horizontal resolution and 17 standard depth levels from
10 m to 900 m. The assimilation system employed a two‐
step data assimilation procedure [see Zhang et al., 2007,
Figure 2] for an Ensemble Kalman Filter under a local least
squares framework with a superparallelizing technique
applied to the GFDL’s coupled climate model (CM2.1). The
climate model is initialized from the GFDL Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change historical run using tem-
porally varying green house gas and natural aerosol
radiative forcing from 1861. More details about the ECDA
system and previous assimilation results in the 20th and 21st
centuries can be found in the papers by Zhang et al. [2007,
2009], and Chang et al. [2009].

3. Methodology

3.1. Predetermined EOF Modes

[11] First, we determine EOF sets representing the
combined variability of both temperature and salinity in the
vertical. These vertical coupled T‐S EOF modes in the ith
and jth index from 3° by 3° grid boxes of the global ocean

(1 ≤ i ≤ 120, 1 ≤ j ≤ 60) are computed from the sets of
combined profiles as follows:

X 1 i;jð Þ ¼ T 1 i;jð Þ
1; ::; T 1 i;jð Þ

17;S1 i;jð Þ
1; ::; S1 i;jð Þ

17;

� �
;

X 2 i;jð Þ ¼ T 2 i;jð Þ
1; ::; T 2 i;jð Þ

17;S2 i;jð Þ
1; ::; S2 i;jð Þ

17;

� �
;

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ;
XN i;jð Þ ¼ TN i;jð Þ

1; ::; TN i;jð Þ
17;SN i;jð Þ

1; ::; SN i;jð Þ
17;

� �

where N is a number of combined profiles within the (i, j)
grid box and T and S are anomalies of temperature and
salinity at 17 standard depths relative to the long‐term
mean values of each grid box. We calculate these mean
values by simply averaging all the data within each grid
box for 1993–2008. In this study, we do not compute an
EOF mode at the (i, j) grid box where N is smaller than
10. We use up to the 10th mode, and their cumulative
variances are mostly in excess of 99.9%.
[12] It is not easy to explain what physical variation EOF

modes represent because they are calculated on the basis of
statistics alone. In addition, the purpose of this study is not to
analyze the T‐S EOF patterns in the individual ocean basins,
but to show the possibility of the reconstruction of salinity
profiles on the global scale. Therefore, as an example of the
vertical coupled T‐S EOF mode at the North Pacific region,
we just present the first five modes in Figure 3. More results
regarding the salinity reconstruction at the same area (denoted
as “NP” in Figure 4) will be investigated in the following
sections.
[13] Another difficulty is that the method in this study

works with the non‐stationary observed datasets. The mean
profile within the 3° by 3° grid box could be skewed by a
sampling difference in space and time. In order to address this
sampling issue, we provide two different EOF modes for two
independent periods (1993–2004 (hereafter “pre‐Argo
period”) and 2005–2008 (hereafter “Argo period”). Below

Figure 4. (a) Spatial distribution of available data sets for the two independent vertical coupled T‐S EOF
modes during two separate periods 1993–2004 (red) and 2005–2008 (blue) as shown in Figure 3. (b)
Number of monthly available datasets for two separate periods: 1993–2004 (red) and 2005–2008 (blue).
Total 283 (1,082) profiles are used for the period 1993–2004 (2005–2008).
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we briefly explain the physical interpretation of the
modes.
[14] The first three modes explain more than 80% of the

total field (Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c). These modes mainly
represent the baroclinic modes, that is, anomalies resulting
from a vertical displacement of the entire water column,
which agrees with the previous studies [Maes, 1999; Maes
et al., 2000; Fujii and Kamachi, 2003]. The first mode
(Figure 3a) has anomalies of the same sign for the temper-
ature and salinity at depths below 150 m. The near‐surface
feature of the first mode is a bit complex and cannot be
explained by only vertical displacements. It seems to rep-
resent the variability of water properties because tempera-
ture and salinity near the surface have opposite signs. They
are related to the air‐sea interaction, surface flux (precipi-
tation) change, mixing process, and so on.
[15] The second mode (Figure 3b) clearly represents the

baroclinic mode. Considering the mean vertical structures
of temperature (Figure 3f) and salinity (Figure 3g), the
salinity profile has a maximum (minimum) at 150 m (700 m),
while temperature decreases monotonically from the sur-
face to 900 m. If the displacement of the entire water
column is upward, for example, the anomaly in tempera-
ture will always be positive along the vertical, decreasing
to zero at the surface. The salinity anomaly will be positive
at the depth where the mean decrease is monotonically like
temperature but will change sign above (below) the salinity
maximum (minimum) located near 150 m (700 m) in the
mean.
[16] As we previously mentioned, EOFs are based on

statistics, so a simple physical explanation of individual
modes is not always possible. The baroclinic mode cannot
be explained by only one single mode and it can be con-
taminated by other kinds of variability. For instance, the
nodes of the second mode do not exactly match with the
structures of the mean profiles. Salinity EOF has two nodes
at about 200 and 500 m, not 150 m and 700 m, where
salinity tendency reverses. Temperature EOF also shows
maximum amplitude around 400 m with a reversal at 700
m depth. These maxima appear to be associated with the
strong variability in the main thermocline, so more ener-
getic signal around this depth can be captured in this
mode, especially for the Argo period. Therefore, the sec-
ond mode is associated with not only the vertical dis-
placement of the entire water column but also strong
variability in the main thermocline.
[17] The third mode (Figure 3c) shows a similar struc-

ture to the second mode. The sign of the salinity EOF
correctly reverses around 700 m. Therefore, the third EOF
also represents baroclinic mode. In addition, it shows
another change of the sign of temperature and salinity
around 300 m, which means that the direction of the

displacement represented by the third mode is reversed at
that depth. The higher modes (Figures 3d and 3e) have
more complex features and a simple physical explanation
of individual modes is not possible.
[18] It is also interesting to note the difference between the

two time periods. We can identify the distinction at the sur-
face of the first EOF and most of the second EOF. In the first
EOF, the Argo EOF (blue line in Figure 3a) shows relatively
strong variability in the upper 150 m of both temperature
and salinity. In the second EOF, the Argo EOF (blue line
in Figure 3b) is a full order of magnitude larger than the
pre‐Argo EOF (red line in Figure 3b) for temperature
between 100 and 700 m, and for the full depth range of
salinity. It seems that a much more energetic mode is
captured in the Argo period, which is related to the
increased number of profiles in the study area during the
Argo period. Standard deviations of the mean T‐S profiles
during the Argo period are relatively larger than those of
profiles during the pre‐Argo period (Figures 3f and 3g).
The spatial distribution patterns of the datasets for the two
time periods will be addressed in the next paragraph.
Another possibility is that it could have something to do
with any real physical changes between the two time
periods. We hope that more detailed analyses on the
temporal changes in the T‐S relationship around this area
will be given by separate studies.
[19] In this study, we emphasize the similarity of the two

independent EOF profiles rather than a physical explanation
of individual modes and detailed analysis. Two vertical T‐S
EOF modes in blue and red inks show very similar struc-
tures. They account for similar percentages of the total
variance as well, even though the prominent sampling dif-
ferences are found within the analyzed area (Figure 4). We
can easily check the large number of observations during the
Argo period compared to the pre‐Argo period. Datasets for
the pre‐Argo period also show the sampling bias in position;
they are limited at the western boundary of the study area
(Figure 4a). Meanwhile, no significant seasonal sampling
bias is found except for the winter season of the pre‐Argo
period (Figure 4b). In the pre‐Argo period, there are less
than 20 measurements during the winter season (January–
April), while the remaining months all have more than 20.
While the total number of measurements is low throughout
the year, it seems that winter is under‐sampled. We addi-
tionally checked the EOFs between the summer and winter
seasons, and found no significant distinction between them.
Pre‐Argo winter EOF also looked the same as the Argo
winter EOF. We obtained very similar results at other study
areas (Figure 10) of the global ocean (not shown). These
comparisons can ensure the representativeness of the ob-
servations where the same EOF modes were used.

Figure 5. Time series of (a) sea level (cm) and salinity (psu) anomalies at (b) 10 m, (c) 200 m, (d) 500 m, and (e) 900 m
depths, respectively. Gray lines indicate the salinity variability from in situ observations. Red lines denote the reconstructed
results by using both temperature and sea level data based on predetermined T‐S EOF modes. Altimetry data have been
subsampled in the locations of in situ profiles within the 325°E–335°E, 40°N–50°N. Note that compressed time axes are
used before 2003. Solid thick lines are smoothed by a 17‐month Hanning filter. Correlation coefficients (r) between
observed and reconstructed salinities are also presented on individual header labels, and parenthetical values are coefficients
from filtered datasets. All the correlation coefficients are significant within the 95% confidence level. (f, g, h, i, j) Same as
Figures 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d, and 5e except for the analysis area (145°E–155°E, 30°N–35°N).
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Figure 5
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3.2. Minimization

[20] The estimation of salinity vertical profile (S(k)n(i, j)

where the specified nth observation point in the (i, j) grid
box) is primarily estimated by a linear combination of the
dominant modes as follows [Maes and Behringer, 2000]:

S kð Þn i;jð Þ¼
X10
m¼1

cn i;jð Þ
m EOF S kð Þi;jm ð1Þ

where EOF_S(k)m
i , j is the vertical EOF structures of

the salinity deviation from the sets of combined profiles
(X1(i, j), X2(i, j), …, XN(i, j)), m is an index of the mode, and
k is an index of the standard depth. The cm coefficients are
determined by a weighted least squares minimization of the
difference between the estimates and the available in situ
temperature anomaly (TOBS(k)

n(i, j)) and sea level anomaly
data (SLAOBS

n (i, j)). As we previously mentioned, in situ
temperature observations (TOBS(k)

n(i, j)) are obtained by the
independent datasets to the predetermined EOF modes
(EOF_S(k)m

i , j).
[21] The cost function (Fn(i,j)) to be minimized is defined

as follows;

Fn i;jð Þ¼
X17
k¼1

wT kð Þi;j�2 kð Þn i;jð Þ X10
m¼1

cn i;jð Þ
m EOF T kð Þi;jm�TOBS kð Þn i;jð Þ

" #2

þ
X17
k¼1

wS kð Þi;j�2 kð Þn i;jð Þ X10
m¼1

cn i;jð Þ
m EOF S kð Þi;jm

" #2

þ wSLA�
2

X10
m¼1

cn i;jð Þ
m EOF DHAi;j

m � SLAOBS
n i;jð Þ

" #2

ð2Þ

where EOF_T(k)m
i, j represents the mth mode of the ver-

tical EOF structures of the temperature anomaly and
EOF_DHAm

i, j is the associated dynamic height anomaly for
the mth T‐S EOF mode in the (i, j) grid box. a(°c−1) and
b(psu−1) are the thermal expansion coefficient and the saline
contraction coefficient for their respective contributions to
specific volume [McDougall, 1987]. g(cm−1) is a scaling
factor for the sea level anomaly. The weights (wT(k), wS(k),
and wSLA) are specified to reflect the uncertainty both in the
observations and in the modes. In this study, we apply the
inverses of the standard deviations in each (i, j) grid box for
these combined uncertainties of temperature (wT(k)) and
salinity (wS(k)). Four is used as an estimate for sea level
weights (wSLA).
[22] The minimization is obtained by solving the system

of linear equations, which results from setting ∂F/∂cm = 0.
The computational burden is much lower than any dynam-
ical models, since we retain only 10 dominant modes for 17
vertical levels.

4. Pseudo Salinity Profiles With Altimetry
and Without Altimetry Data

[23] Figure 5 shows time series of pseudo salinity and real
observations averaged over two square boxes. All time
series are subsampled considering a spatial and temporal
variability of the observed data and averaged over the North
Atlantic (325°E–335°E, 40°N–50°N) and the North Pacific
(145°E–155°E, 30°N–35°N), respectively. They are denoted
as “NA” and “NP” in Figure 10. These two regions are

selected as our first study area, because large numbers of
data are distributed around these basins compared to the
other regions. We also expect that the altimetry data can be a
significant fingerprint for the salinity variability, especially
around the strong gyre system in the North Atlantic and the
North Pacific. Since salinity observations in the 20th century
are very sparse, the time axis scale is different before and
after 2003.
[24] It is clear that the salinity reconstruction is successful,

especially at 200 m and 500 m (correlation coefficients are
more than 0.6, both in raw and filtered data, within the 95%
confidence levels), and their variability is generally in line
with the sea level variation. From this result, we confirm
that the sea surface height with T‐S EOF mode can be a
significant fingerprint for the salinity variability in the ocean
interior, especially in the main thermocline of 200–500 m.
Meanwhile, there are areas where the salinity changes do not
follow the sea level variations (or negative correlations), so
that the reconstructed salinities are not reliable around those
areas shown in Figures 5b, 5e, 5g, and 5j.
[25] Figure 6 is another example showing the effect of the

altimetry data on the reconstruction of salinity profiles at
various depths. The time‐depth evolution of the salinity
observation along the trajectory of Argo float (Figure 6a) is
presented together with two estimations based on different
reconstruction processes. One is based on a fitting of the
T‐S EOF modes to both satellite altimetry and in situ tem-
perature profiles (hereafter “pseudo salinity with altimetry”),
and the other is based on a fit to the temperature profiles
only (we omitted the term 3 of the functional F (see (2);
hereafter “pseudo salinity without altimetry”). From the
observation, two dominant freshening events are found
during mid‐2006 and 2007 (Figure 6c). They are depicted
from the negative sea level anomaly at the same periods as
well (Figure 6b). It is clear that the inclusion of the sea level
data leads to a significant improvement in the salinity
reconstruction (Figure 6d), compared to the pseudo salinity
without altimetry (Figure 6e). However, a possible problem
of the reconstructed procedure with altimetry data is that the
sea level information is strongly constraining the salinity
variation up to the deep ocean layer. From the Argo ob-
servations, the positive salinity anomalies are found below
600 m during mid‐2006 and 2007. One encouraging fact is
that these positive anomalies can be detected by the pseudo
salinity field without altimetry information (Figure 6e).
Correlation between Argo salinity and pseudo salinity
without altimetry (blue line in Figure 6f) increases below
600 m, while correlation between Argo and pseudo salinity
with altimetry decreases (red line in Figure 6f). They are all
statistically significant within the 95% confidence level as
shown in the gray area. This reflects that, below 600 m at
this area, the salinity variation is controlled by an intrinsic
baroclinic T‐S relationship derived from only EOF modes
rather than the sea level signal from the surface.
[26] On the physical interpretation side, the positive cor-

relations between sea level (temperature) anomalies and
salinity anomalies are explained if the dominant source of
variability is the vertical displacement of the entire water
column, provided salinity is decreasing with depth like
temperature. This also explains why there is anti‐correlation
in the North Pacific because the salinity increases with depth
below around 700 m (Figure 6g). This relationship is already
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shown in Figure 3 as the baroclinic mode explaining the
vertical coupled T‐S EOF structures in a similar area.
[27] In order to generalize this result, we present the

global correlation maps with respect to observations at the
four subsurface levels: 10 m, 200 m, 500 m, and 900 m
(Figure 7). Correlation coefficients are obtained from the
time series for 1993–2008 by averaging all available pro-
files from the subset of observations within 1° by 1° square

box, even though EOF modes are calculated for 3° by 3°
boxes as shown in the previous section 3.1. The input
parameters for the construction of pseudo salinity profiles are
not only EOF modes but also altimetry and in situ temper-
ature information. The resolution of altimetry is 1/3° by 1/3°
and in situ temperatures have irregular resolutions (some-
where they provide much higher resolution datasets than 3°
by 3°). Therefore, we could obtain different pseudo sali-

Figure 6. (a) Trajectory of Argo float (ID 2900489) observed around the Kuroshio Current meandering
area during mid 2005–2008. (b) Time series of sea level anomalies along the trajectory of Argo float. The
time‐depth evolutions of salinity variability along the trajectories of Argo float are also shown. They are
from (c) observations from Argo float, the reconstruction results using (d) both temperature and altimetry
data, and (e) temperature only data. (f) Vertical correlations between observations and reconstructed
results by using both temperature (red) and altimetry and temperature only (blue) data. Gray area repre-
sents the correlation coefficient less than the 95% confidence level. (g) Mean vertical structure of temper-
ature (red) and salinity (blue) along the trajectory of Argo float.
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nities, even though the same EOF modes are used in a 3° by
3° box. In order to guarantee the statistical robustness of the
analysis, all the correlation coefficients which are not sta-
tistically significant within 95% confidence levels are also
removed from the results.
[28] In general, pseudo salinities with altimetry are cor-

related well with observations around 200–500 m. Their
spatial patterns with high correlation coefficients are similar
to the general ocean circulation patterns controlled by the
geostrophic balance. This implies that pseudo salinity
effectively represents the covariance of temperature and
salinity fields and the corresponding sea level changes.
[29] At 10 m depth, there is a degradation of pseudo

salinity compared to the existing climatology (Figure 7c).
Our current method relies on only predetermined combined
T‐S relationship and the sea level information; that is, no

surface fluxes like precipitation and river discharge can be
considered. To overcome this problem, previous studies
tried to directly add surface salinity observation to the
computation of least squares minimization, but their study is
restricted to only particular areas as emphasized in the
introduction. For a more realistic salinity change near the
ocean surface layer, we would need the combination of any
meta datasets such as existing climatology or reanalysis data
from the numerical model using the surface flux information
for the salinity adjustment. It is also very interesting that the
effects of sea level information on the pseudo salinity pro-
files vary with ocean basins. Up to 900 m, the South Indian
and North Atlantic oceans maintain good correlations
between observed and pseudo salinity with altimetry data,
while the Pacific and Antarctic oceans below 500 m depth
show significant negative correlations. From the time series

Figure 8. Correlation coefficients between (a) steric height and salinity, (b) steric height and temperature,
and (c) temperature and salinity at the selected depths (10 m, 200 m, 500 m, and 900 m) for 2003–2007.

Figure 7. Correlation coefficients at more than the 95% confidence level between observed salinity and (a) reconstructed
salinity with altimetry data, (b) reconstructed salinity without altimetry data, and (c) climatology salinity from WOA05 at
the selected depths (10 m, 200 m, 500 m, and 900 m) for 1993–2008.
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of 900 m averaged around the North Pacific (145°E–155°E,
30°N–35°N) shown in Figure 5j, we can also find the same
negative correlation pattern. This is related to the relation-
ship between steric height (temperature) and salinity vari-
ability around these basins as shown below.
[30] Using monthly mean gridded temperature, salinity,

and steric height fields for 2004–2007 from the study of
Chang et al. [2010], we calculate global correlation maps
among them at four subsurface levels (Figure 8). We also
compare the correlation patterns obtained by another grid-
ded data source which are generated from a different
objective analysis technique [Roemmich and Gilson, 2009].
In addition, we check much longer data sets and reanalysis
outputs from a 16‐year (1993–2008) simulation using the
ECDA system based on a fully coupled model (GFDL
CM2.1) [Delworth et al., 2006]. Results showed very sim-
ilar correlation patterns within the 95% confidence level
among three different datasets (not shown).
[31] A significant positive correlation between steric

height and temperature variation is evident around the
global ocean and all depth levels (Figure 8b), while corre-
lation with salinity shows very different characteristics
(Figure 8a). From 500 m at the North Pacific and Antarctic
oceans, a significant negative correlation between steric
height and salinity field is seen clearly. The North Atlantic
and South Indian oceans sustain high correlation patterns up
to 900 m depth, which is associated with the temperature
and salinity relationship around these basins as shown in
Figure 8c. The spatial correlation patterns between steric
height and salinity fields at 900 m (Figure 8a) are very
similar to the correlation patterns indicating the skills of
pseudo salinity with altimetry data shown in Figure 7a.
[32] As mentioned in section 3.1, these correlation pat-

terns and regional characteristics could be interpreted by the
heave of the water column associated with the mean struc-
ture of T‐S profiles and their EOF modes. We expect that
more detailed analyses on the basin scale characteristics of
the T‐S relationships with altimetry information will be
carried out in further separate studies.

5. Regional Correlation Index

[33] The previous section dealt with the effect of the
altimetry data on the reconstruction of salinity profiles and
showed the significant correlation patterns with independent
observations in various depths and areas. In order to gen-
eralize our findings from the section 4 and attain more
optimal global pseudo salinity profiles, we suggest a
regional correlation index in this section.
[34] For each 1° by 1° square box with 17 standard depth

levels from 10 m to 900 m, correlation coefficients are
calculated from three time series (pseudo salinity with
altimetry, pseudo salinity without altimetry, and WOA05
climatology salinity, respectively). As we mentioned before,
only correlation coefficients which are statistically signifi-
cant at more than 95% confidence levels are used for this
index. We choose one of four possible indices (0, 1, 2, 3) in
every ocean grid and depth as follows.
[35] Figure 9 is an example of the regional index at the

four subsurface levels. Red color denoted as index “1” in-
dicates the areas where the pseudo salinity with altimetry
resolves the real salinity variability very well, as seen to

predominate from 200 m to 500 m in all ocean basins. Blue
color denoted as index “2” represents the areas where
overall correlations of the pseudo salinity without altimetry
are better than those of pseudo salinity with altimetry and
the existing climatology. These areas are not dominant and
show no general spatial patterns. However, as shown in
Figure 6, they are important because any possible abnormal
salinity anomalies due to the strong sea level information
can be removed based on this index. Around the surface
layer, there is no significant improvement of pseudo salinity
fields (in fact, degradation compared to the existing clima-
tology), because our current method does not consider any
surface fluxes directly affecting the salinity variability. In
this study, we use WOA05 climatology salinity as our best
pseudo salinity at the yellow areas denoted as “3”. Finally,
index “0” indicates the areas where the significant negative
correlations are found between observations and pseudo
salinity with altimetry. This negative relationship has
already been investigated and explained by the correlation
pattern from the additional datasets shown in Figure 8. For
the optimal product of the global pseudo salinity profiles,
we take the opposite sign anomalies of the pseudo salinity
with altimetry at the green areas denoted as “0”.

6. Verification of Results

[36] Based on the four indices suggested in the previous
section, we newly generate pseudo profiles for the global
ocean and verify them with independent observations. Since
these criteria are empirically determined (no dynamical
constraints in depth), first we conduct a stability check for
individual pseudo salinity profiles, and the procedure for
computation is given by:

E ¼ lim
@z!0

1

�0

��

@z
;

in which r0 = 1020 kg/m3. For discrete samples, the density
difference (dr) between two samples is taken after one is
adiabatically displaced to the depth of the other. We apply
acceptable values as follows, which are the same as those
used by NODC [Boyer and Levitus, 1994]. Up to a depth of
30 m, inversions in excess of 0.03 kg/m3 are flagged. If the
density of the upper level is over 0.02 kg/m3 heavier than
that of the lower level for the depth range from 30 to 400 m,
or over 0.001 kg/m3 heavier for the depth range deeper than
400 m, the data are flagged as well. If a profile has two or
more unacceptable inversions, the entire data of the profile
are eliminated from further use. As a result, 16.6% of total
profiles (27,271 out of 163,985) are rejected from our final
products.
[37] Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 provide the col-

located assessments by using time series of the real observed
salinity, our final pseudo salinity, WOA05 climatology, and
reanalysis outputs from the ECDA system, respectively.
They also include statistical results (vertical correlation
coefficients (CORR) and root mean square errors (RMSE))
and T‐S diagrams of each component. All the correlations
shown here are statistically significant within the 95%
confidence level. As shown in Figure 10, six different areas
are selected considering the oceanographic balance and the
number of available data. From 269 to 1450 profiles are
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Figure 9. Regional correlation index for the global salinity reconstruction at (a) 10 m, (b) 200 m,
(c) 500 m, and (d) 900 m depth. See the text for details on the meaning of each index number.
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used for the verification within these areas (NA: 1169, NP:
1365, SI: 385, EQ: 692, LSW: 269, and ANT: 1450). If we
define a large enough domain to represent the general
characteristics around the ocean basin, then all the time
series are smoothed out. In order to capture the small‐scale
variability, if the box mean area is defined too small, then
we do not obtain enough data to guarantee the significance
of correlation with each other.
[38] It should be noted that, as in Figure 5, all time series

do not reflect the absolute salinity variability averaged in the
study areas, but they are related to the sampling differences
for the match‐up points with observations in time. That is,
we subsample the WOA05 and ECDA time series (they are
1° by 1° uniform field) so that they are statistically similar in
coverage to the actual observations. For example, sub-
sampled WOA05 climatology that is not showing a strong
annual cycle reflects the huge sampling variability of the
actual observations within the study area. Since the salinity
observations in the 20th century are very sparse, the time
axis scale is also different before and after 2003.
[39] A general improvement of the pseudo salinity’s skill

is depicted in most ocean basins and depths. Especially at
the NA (Figure 11), NP (Figure 12), and SI (Figure 13)
areas, the increasing of correlation and reduction of RMSE

is very clear at all depths, which is associated with the strong
T‐S relationship and sea level effects on the construction of
pseudo profiles. The spreading patterns of the pseudo salinity
on the T‐S diagram (relatively large salinity deviations) are
also quite similar to real observations compared to existing
data sets, especially at the NA and NP areas.
[40] For example, along the 27 st isopycnal line at the NA

(Figure 11), the salinity variability from 34.8 psu to 36.5 psu
is observed for 16 years (1993–2008). Pseudo salinity re-
presents this salinity range very well (Figure 11g), while
climatology and ECDA resolves the small salinity variation
that is restricted to only about 35–36 psu (Figures 11h and
11i). At the NP area (Figure 12), the observed salinity range
(33.5–34.5 psu) around the 5°C isothermal line is correctly
estimated from the pseudo salinity (Figure 12g), while two
datasets show very small salinity deviation of about 34.0–
34.3 psu (Figures 12h and 12i). Meanwhile, at the SI region
(Figure 13), pseudo salinity shows relatively large salinity
deviation error (Figure 13g) compared to observation
including climatology and reanalysis outputs (Figures 13h
and 13i), which is associated with the large RMS error
below about 700 m shown in Figures 13d and 13f.
[41] Around other areas (EQ (Figure 14), LSW (Figure 15),

and ANT (Figure 16)), no significant improvement of the

Figure 10. Study areas for the evaluation of pseudo salinity profiles (NA (North Atlantic area):
325°E–335°E, 40°N–50°N; NP (North Pacific): 145°E–155°E, 30°N–35°N; SI (South India): 40°E–
50°E, 30°S–40°S; EQ (Equatorial Ocean): 175°E–185°E, 10°S–0°; LSW (Labrador Sea Water):
305°E–310°E, 55°N–60°N; ANT (Antarctic Ocean): 240°E–300°E, 65°S–55°S).

Figure 11. Time series of salinity from observation (gray), pseudo (red), WOA05 climatology (green), and reanalysis out-
puts from the ECDA system (blue) at (a) 10 m, (b) 200 m, (c) 500 m, and (d) 900 m depth. WOA05 and ECDA have been
subsampled at the locations of in situ profiles within the 325°E–335°E, 40°N–50°N. Note that compressed time axes are
used before 2003. (e) Correlation coefficients and (f) root mean square errors between the observation and (red) pseudo,
(green) climatology, and (blue) reanalysis from 10 m to 900 m depth. Temperature and salinity diagram from observation
(gray) and (g) pseudo (red), (h) climatology (green), and (i) reanalysis (blue) at all standard depths from 10 m to 900 m for
1993–2008.
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Figure 11
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 11 except for 145°E–155°E, 30°N–35°N.
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 11 except for 40°E–50°E, 30°S–40°S.
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Figure 14. Same as Figure 11 except for 175°E–185°E, 10°S–0°.
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Figure 15. Same as Figure 11 except for 305°E–310°E, 55°N–60°N.
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Figure 16. Same as Figure 11 except for 240°E–300°E, 65°S–55°S.
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pseudo profiles are found except for the correlation at the
LSW (Figure 15e). A common characteristic of these areas is
that they are easily affected by the air‐sea interactions rather
than the T‐S relationship in the ocean interior. An encour-
aging fact is that our salinity reconstruction is comparable to
the existing climatology, so it is acceptable as the global
pseudo salinity database. In this case, we can say that just
using climatological salinity is also acceptable around these
areas, and it is computationally easier than pseudo salinity.
We expect that detailed physical characteristics around these
areas will be investigated in separate studies.
[42] As for the reanalysis outputs from the ECDA system,

they show a relatively high performance near the surface
layer for the entire ocean regions (see all time series of 10 m
depth). This represents the successful coupling effects pro-
ducing reliable surface fluxes that affect the surface salinity
variability, which is not able to be considered in the con-
struction procedure of the global pseudo salinity profiles.
Around the subsurface, abnormal freshening biases of the
reanalysis outputs are found, especially at the SI (Figure 13)
and EQ (Figure 14) areas. These systematic biases are
from the base model drift errors due to the lack of salinity
data to constrain the reanalysis. Even though these biases
(mean RMSE is about 0.1 psu) are much smaller than
those of the base model, CM2.1 (mean RMSE is about
0.3 psu [see Gnanadesikan et al., 2006, Figure 3]), the
remaining biases could be effectively reduced from new
algorithm using adaptively‐inflated ensemble filtering
[Zhang and Rosati, 2010]. Without employing new
complicate assimilation algorithms, we can expect the
improvement of reanalysis outputs simply by assimilating
the global pseudo salinity profiles into our current ECDA
system as if they are real observations. This perspective
will be discussed further in the next section 7.

7. Summary and Discussion

[43] This paper examined the possibility of reconstruction
of salinity profiles for the global ocean. The method em-
ployed a weighted least squares procedure that minimizes
the misfits between the predetermined vertical coupled T‐S
EOF modes and independent observed temperature and
altimetry data. When we used both temperature and altim-
etry data, we obtained reasonable salinity estimations from
200 m to 500 m in most ocean basins. The south Indian and
North Atlantic oceans maintained good correlations up to
900 m depth between the observation and estimation by
using both temperature and altimetry, while the Pacific and
Antarctic oceans below 500 m depth showed significant
negative correlations with observations. This is associated
with the strong T‐S relationship and steric fields around
these basins. Around the surface layer, there was no
improvement of the salinity variability compared to the
subsampled climatology and reanalysis outputs from the
ECDA system. Based on a regional correlation index that
considered the impact of altimetry data on the pseudo
salinity profile, we derived optimal global pseudo salinity
profiles and verified them. They showed general improve-
ments for the global ocean, except for the sea surface
salinity that is mostly controlled by surface flux changes
rather than T‐S relationship.

[44] Generally, the analysis of salinity variability in a data
assimilation system strongly depends on the coverage of the
observed salinity data. Although international projects have
attempted to increase the sampling rate of salinity data,
salinity observations remain very poor prior to the Argo era.
Moreover, the Argo network is very young, so that the
important oceanic phenomena on interannual, decadal, or
longer time scales (such as the change of barrier layer depth,
thermohaline circulation including Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation, and so on) may not be well re-
presented in assimilation systems. Therefore, it is worth-
while to consider other methods for determining the salinity
field before the Argo period. Because the proper T‐S rela-
tionship does not significantly change in time as already
shown in Figure 3, the predetermined global T‐S EOF
modes presented in this study can be easily applied to
produce pseudo salinity profiles where only temperature
profiles existed in the 20th century. Fortunately, there are
enough available temperature and altimetry data since 1993,
and it has been already shown that the data assimilation’s
skill is significantly improved when enough observations
are included. Our next study will show the direct impact of
pseudo salinity profiles on the ECDA system for the 20th
century. This will help to better constrain the model biases
and better understand the sensitivity of the climate system to
the sparse salinity data. If the results are positive, assimi-
lation products using the global pseudo profiles will become
an important part of the updated reanalysis. This may be of
particular importance in the validation of decadal prediction.
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